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Abstract 

The purpose of this work is development 

methodology of a mathematical description of 

content distribution processes between social 

networks. Leading approach to the research of this 

problem is using graph schemes which allow us to 

review content diffusion in a complex. In this 

article, there are models presented as SEIRMA and 

SAIRS micro fractals which allow us to algorithmize 

researched process, revealed statuses of a generic 

user. It also helps to reveal probabilities of user’s 

transition from one status to another while 

discovering new kind of content. The materials of 

this article are for practical using by specialists who 

research nature and tendencies for development of 

modern social networks. 
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1 Introduction 
 The theory of networks in many respects 

follows from the graph theory [1-3] where every agent of 

a system is a node, and edges between couples of nodes 

designate correlation. For example, social networks [5-8] 

designate each user’s node and in case of appropriate 

users are friends, following edges would be connected. 

Another example is telecommunication network. There 

is between nodes it is possible to transfer numerous 

data and arise information epidemics [9]. The nature of 

these phenomena is connected with computer viruses 

and disruptive [10- 15]. Therefore, one of the most 

current problems concerning networks, as considered, 

are information epidemics. At the same time 

simulation of epidemics has a long story in biological 

systems, and recently it began to be applied in 

information networks [1-2]. Here, first of all, epidemic 

models were used for studying of distribution of 

malicious applications [1-4]. In early pilot models of 

epidemics, studying of viruses in a homogeneous 

structure of the population had been spread [5]. To 

consider non-uniformity of agents on a network, 

Moreno [6] considered a network with independent 

distribution of heterogeneous nodes. Also, Pastor-

Satorras and Vespinyani [4-5] have analyzed epidemics 

in the outsized networks. For more detailed review, 

the set of personal models of epidemics was offered, 

provided by graph [8-11]. As a result, the graph theory 

has received the central role in the analysis of network 

epidemic processes, attracting the wide attention of 

different experts in the field of informatics, 

engineering and network sciences [12-17]. All of this also 

allows describing inter-network diffusion by graphs. 

 

2 Models of internetwork 

diffusion of destructive content 
 In case of appearance of internetwork 

information diffusion, there are two cases for content 

distribution. In the first case, it is supposed that there 

are several kinds of content, which are much alike by 

perception parameters, spreading in mutually 

connected networks. In this case, probable transitions 

look equally possible. In the second case we have next 

situation: while disruptive content diffusion appears in 

the first network, the second one may receive 

warnings about malicious content. In these cases, 

SEIRMA and SAIRS epidemic models [12-17] were 

developed. For this purpose, based on [12-14] there were 

introduced next markings: 

– power of a set of susceptible points; 

– power of a set of the points which are in a latent 

stage; 

– power of a set of the infected points; 

– power of a set of inactive points; 

– power of a set of immunized points; 

– power of a set of the points which recovered with the 

help administrator. 

 With accounting of the entered designations in 

figure 1 the micro fractal is constructed for 

distribution of disruptive content in that case when in 

both networks, similar in subject, content can extend. 

Dotted lines designate unconditional jump from one 

network to another. Moreover, they are provided for 

agents who exist at the same time in two networks. 

Micro fractal for the agents existing only in one 

network is provided in figure 2. 
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Fig.1: SEIRMA-micro fractal for the description of 

internetwork diffusion 

It is also necessary to set matrix of the allowed 

transitions which will look as follows: 
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Fig.2: The Micro fractal for the agents which exist in one 

network 

 More evident, than (1), is plate representation 

of possible transitions which will satisfy both types of 

interacting networks (table 1). 
Start status of the point 

contacting with an infection 

Total status after contact 

with an infection 

AM AM 

E E, I, AM 

I I, R 

R R 

S S, E 

TABLE.1. The allowed transitions for SEIRMA model [12] 

This table explains possible transitions of 

statuses in each network in case of internetwork 

diffusion of disruptive content. In case of arrival of 

content in point with AM status, it has immunity to 

this infection and, therefore, it will remain in the 

status. If the point is in a latent status of E, it means 

that it has been infected already. In this case, the 

point can transmit an infection to another point. At 

the same time point might be in 3 different conditions: 

to pass into the infected status of I, or to receive 

immunity from infections, or to undergo deleting from 

the administrator, or to remain in a latent status of E. 

The infected point with an infection which is in I 

status, will continue to spread an infection and will 

cause transitions of adjacent points to the infected 

status. It is also admissible that in I status the point 

can pass into R self-contained status, or under 

influence of moderations. Points of the R status don't 

participate in the epidemic process and not change the 

status. In case of a susceptible status of a point of S, it 

can undergo infection and pass into a status of latent 

infection of E, or remain in a healthy status of S 

provided that the infection didn't concern this point or 

the point was unreceptive to this type infection. We 

will designate probabilities of transitions in this micro 

fractal for a network I as follows: 

– probability to remain in a susceptible status; 

– transition probability of a susceptible node in 

a latent status (a status infection); 

– node transition probability from a latent 

status in infected; 

– probability to remain in a latent status; 

– the probability of the continuation of a 

spread of an infection from infected;  

– transition probability from a latent status in 

recovered, with immunity; 

– transition probability from the infected 

status in an inactive status. 

We use the SAIRS model for the description of 

internetwork diffusion in that case when content can't 

extend on the second network, but because of 

interactions of agents annunciator can expatiate that 

in another networks diffusion of destructive content 

takes place. For this model it is enough to use the 

following designations: 

– power of a set of susceptible points; 

– power of a set of the notified points; 

– power of a set of the infected points; 

|R| - a power of a set of inactive points of R. 

 
Fig.3: SAIRS-micro fractal for the description of 

internetwork diffusion of content 

In figure 3, the micro fractal describing 

distribution is provided and for those points, which 

exist at the same time on several networks. Dotted 

lines mark unconditional jump between points of 
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different networks which is designated the same agent 

uses. The considered case is interesting because micro 

fractals for the agents existing only on one network 

will be to differ depending on in what network there is 

a point. For a network, in which epidemic takes place, 

and for the network distributing notifications about it 

takes place micro fractals are provided in figures 4 and 

5 respectively. 

 
Fig.4: SAIRS-micro fractal for a destructive content 

distribution network 

 
Fig.5: SAIRS-micro fractal for a network distributing 

notifications about disruptive content 

The junction array for a figure 4 is provided by 

expression (2) 
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 By analogy, for a figure, the 5th junction array 

is provided by expression (3) 
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Respectively (2) and (3), it is possible to 

construct the table of various transitions, declared 

both on the alert network, and on a network of 

distribution (table 2). 
Start status of the point 

contacting to an infection 

Total status after contact 

with an infection 

S S, A, I 

A A, I 

I S, I, R 

TABLE.2. The allowed transitions of SAIRS model 

According to table 2 when the point has S 

status, in case of contact there is a chance of a 

transition to one of these statuses if points of A and I 

are in the network of distribution of destructive 

content. In a notification network, only the notification 

status A can affect susceptible point of S. 

 

3 Results of practical simulation 

and their discussion 
For test simulation of an internetwork, content 

diffusion was selected networks Facebook and Reddit. 

At the same time, the statistics which are used by 

percentage ratio of users registered at the same time 

in these social networks. In selected networks can be 

spread content of the identical subject, it is necessary 

to use the SEIRMA models for two networks. The 

main objective of this simulation is to find the mains 

differences between diffusion of content in a single 

network and internetwork diffusion. Therefore, for the 

start, it is necessary to realize simulation of epidemic 

processes in each network separately, and then to 

research disruptive content diffusion at the same time 

in two networks. 

Further, we simulate the process of 

internetwork diffusion. Based on statistical data of 

users registered at the same time on Facebook and 

Reddit, we will set coherence of networks at the level 

of 48%. 

As a result of computer simulation by means of 

upgraded versions of the Netepidemic [12-14] software 

and hardware complex, there were received series of 

diagrams provided in figures 6, 7 for 20 steps is 

received epidemic process. 

 

a) b) 

Fig.6: Dependence diagrams for Facebook and Reddit point number during an epidemic process 
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a)  b) 
Fig.7. Diagram of dependence risk for Facebook and Reddit during the predicted epidemic process 

Having compared the received diagrams (fig. 

24-27), it is possible to claim with confidence that 

generally epidemic process proceeds more intensively 

than on isolated networks because of its internetwork 

nature. A gain of the infected points in the Facebook 

network has been increased and reaches the threshold 

value on earlier steps (a) that can't be told about a 

network Reddit (b). According to this, there is a very 

logical explanation. On the start of the simulation 

process, there were no infected points in this network 

at all. Epidemic process expatiated on it because of 

internetwork diffusion with percent coherence of 48%, 

which is nearly a half of points of a network of 

Facebook that has an unconditional jump to the 

Reddit network. 

 

4 Conclusion  
In this article, there is shown work of 

upgraded version the Netepidemic programs by which 

simulation reviewed the main processes, proceeding on 

social networks which are already considered as 

communicating vessels of information space. 

Accounting of these factors allows us to study 

processes of content diffusion in information networks 

more deeply. It also helps to realize their simulation 

modeling more adequate. Specific practical use of 

offered tools is seen in monitoring systems of regional 

Internet space where along with detection of 

destructive content there is a task of prediction of its 

distribution area in multinetwork space. 
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